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For Better Visibility, the Choice is Clear

Stronger ideas for a sustainable world

A screening product that offers better
visibility without compromising durability
New York Wire Clear AdvantageTM is the clear choice
for high visibility screen. Clear Advantage features low diameter
fiberglass yarns which, when combined with more yarns per
inch, provides the optical illusion that the screen is invisible.
As a premium screen product, Clear Advantage is tested
using ASTM D3656 standards.

Features and benefits of Clear Advantage Screen include:
• Allows up to 50% more natural light and dramatically improves
airflow versus standard screening
• Practically undetectable from the exterior which enhances the
curb appeal of your home or office
• Finer mesh and weave provides greater insect protection than
standard screen
• New York Wire screen is leading the industry by offering a complete
line of ortho-phthalate free screen
Clear Advantage screen is available in DIY pre-cut and 100’ and 600’
contractor rolls. Each pre-cut roll comes with simple step-by-step
instructions for easy installation. New York Wire .140” spline is
recommended for the best fit in a standard frame.
Clear Advantage is also available in a full kit which includes
the spline and installation tool.
PART #

COLOR

ROLL SIZE

WEIGHT (lb.)

ROLL UPC

FCS8478-M

Charcoal

36” x 84”

0.56

011646335418

FCS10183-M

Charcoal

KIT
36” x 84”KIT

1.50

011646101839

FCS9698-M

Charcoal

48” x 84”

0.78

011646336606

CASE WEIGHT
(lb.)

CASE UPC

PART #

CASE
UNITS CASE DIMENSIONS
COUNT PALLET
(in.) LxWxH

FCS8478-M

16

480

37.4x7.55x7.5

9.0

10011646335415

FCS10183-M

10

130

9x14.5x37.7

23.0

10011646101836

FCS9698-M

16

480

50x7.5x7.5

12.5

10011646336603

u Visit www.newyorkwire.com to learn more about our

products, view our how-to videos and our screen selector tool
to make sure you have the right screen for your needs.

www.adfors.com
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Window above shows standard screen on the left
verses Clear Advantage screen on the right.

Clear Advantage
Screen FAQ’s
Does Clear Advantage meet industry
standards?
Technically there are no industry standards
for such a fine screen product (.008”). Clear
Advantage exceeds minimum industry
standards in both tensile strengths and
bursting strength.
What other differences exist between Clear
Advantage and standard screen?
In Clear Advantage, the fiberglass strand is
a finer gauge which helps make the average
weight of the product 30% lower than the
industry standard.
How does the comparable Gortex® product
differ from Clear Advantage?
Gortex is a much finer gauge with a very low
weight, which means it is prone to tearing
easily. Also, the weight of the Gortex
product makes it challenging to roll into the
screen frame, increasing scrap costs.
How is Clear Advantage less visible than
standard fiberglass screen?
Our use of color and unique design allows
for increased light absorption and less light
reflection creating lower glare and making
the product less visble to the naked eye.
What is new and improved about this product?
NYW Screen is now ortho-phthalate free and
does not contain any substances covered
under California Prop 65. We have maintained
the same great aesthetics, properties and
processibility that our screen has always had.
We have also now achieved GREENGUARD Gold
certification on this product, which certifies that
the product has low chemical emissions.

